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Proactive
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and planning
-Transitional
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OA now global, but not created equal

Established Green OA
Policy with some Gold
Gold OA Policies
Green OA Policies
No designated policy
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First "green" wave of OA
2006: Federal Research
Public Access Act
introduced in US Congress
with 6-month embargo

2013: OSTP Memo
seeks to extend 12month Green OA policy
across US funders

2008: NIH adopts
12-month Green OA
mandate, replacing
voluntary policy

2015: Canada TriAgency Policy with
12-month Green OA
adopted

2014: Major Chinese
and Indian funders
adopt 12-month Green
OA policies

2018 new wave of immediate OA policies
• Plan S Announced in September by coalition of Europe-based funders
• OSTP staff begin considering short or zero embargo policy
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2017: Japan
adopts a 12month Green OA
policy

2021 Outlook

Two roads diverged
Immediate OA Mandates

Green OA

Plan S kicks-off

US, China, India, etc.

implementation; EU Model

exploring options but

Grant Agreement for

Horizon Europe to be
finalized; Creating stronger
global momentum towards
immediate OA
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sticking to Green OA for
now; allowing marketbased Gold OA models to
develop

Multilateral pressure
UNESCO Open Science
Recommendation Wildcard
– which view of OA will
global coordinating groups
embrace?
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US – Pressures on 12-Month Mandate
• 12-month policy well established 12-years after NIH mandate
• Active policy debate in 2019-2020; no changes made
• Open science now mainstreamed; Biden Admin likely to reassess
approaches and policies in wake of COVID-19
Past Positions
“And by the way, the taxpayers fund $5 billion a year in cancer research every year,
but once it’s published, nearly all of that taxpayer-funded research sits behind walls.
Tell me how this is moving the process along more rapidly..”
Vice President Biden Speech to American Association for Cancer Research –
April 20, 2016.

Immediate Priorities

1000+ Pages of Responses to Open Science RFI
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“Americans have called on us to...marshal the forces of science...The battle to
control the virus. The battle to build prosperity. The battle to secure your family’s
health care. The battle to achieve racial justice and root out systemic racism in this
country. The battle to save the climate. The battle to restore decency, defend
democracy and give everybody in this country a fair shot.”
President-elect Biden Acceptance Speech – Nov 7,2020

UK/EU – Countdown to Plan S Kick-Off
• Initial implementation finally starting 2+ years after unveiling
• Our Approach: Pursue strategic TAs (e.g., DEAL, JISC) while
continuing vibrant policy dialogue with cOAlition S
• Rights Retention Obstacle – Adds Risks to Implementation

Implementation Developments
Rights Retention Strategy
Wiley-Projekt DEAL Signing, January 2019

The grant agreement of most cOAlition S Organisations will stipulate that
a Creative Commons Attribution “CC BY” licence or equivalent...will be
applied to all future Author Accepted Manuscripts (“AAMs”) as of the
commencement of the grant.

Funders Applying Plan S to Research Articles Submitted in 2021

Wiley-JISC Announcement, March 2020
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• Templeton World Charity
• Gates Foundation
• Wellcome
• Science Foundation Ireland
• S. African Medical Research Council • WHO/TDR

China: Third Way on Publishing Policies?
• New policies prioritize R&D advances + robust
domestic journal marketplace
• OA an element of a broader policy approach to
STM publishing
• New challenges global partners must navigate

“It is the first time that a five-year plan has dedicated a specific chapter to technology,” he said. But [MOST Minister] Wang said that
driving self-sufficiency in technology did not mean China would shut its doors to the world. “We are willing to work with the world on
climate change, energy change, public health, and support global experts on their studies, complete China’s legal environment, better
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protect
intellectual property and try to create a friendly environment for technology innovation in China,” he said.

OA Breakneck Growth In Recent Years; Where Next?
Growth of open access at Wiley, 2011-2018
35,000
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•
•
•

Approximately 30% of all research articles are
OA on publication1,2
OA accounts for less than 10% of publisher
revenue on average1
Revenue growth has been 13-15% significantly higher than subscription
publishing – but is slowing1
More than 15,000 OA journals are registered
in DOA J3, around 4,500 of which are indexed
in selective A&I services4
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Delta Think OA Market Sizing Update 2020; 2 Simba Information: Open Access
Journal Publishing 2020-2024; 3 DOAJ.org (accessed 18 October 2020); 4 Delta Think
OA Market Sizing Update 2019
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Online Open

Open Access

2019

2020

How did we get here?

Wiley launches 8 more
open access journals,
including for society
partners, and flips two
more from subscription
to OA

PLOS One becomes the
world’s largest journal
Finch Report published
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2017

2015

Wiley and Jisc launch
credit and offset model
for the UK

Negotiations
between Projekt
DEAL and Wiley
begin
We publish more
articles in our gold
OA journals than
hybrid for the first
time

2016

Team at Wiley begins
exploratory work to
develop our own open
access program

2012

Scihub launched

12 further open access
launches, one more flip
and our first takeover of
a pre-existing society
OA journal

2014

Wiley launches first two
open access journals

2013

2011

Wiley offers hybrid
open access in most of
its portfolio, typically
with $3,000 APC

2010

to 2009

Wiley signs and
implements second
Read and Publish
deal with KEMO and
FWF in Austria

Wiley signs and
implements first
Read and Publish
deal with VSNU in
the Netherlands
We announce a
partnership with
Hindawi to flip 9
journals

2017-2020: the pace accelerates
January: Wiley and BIBSAM
implement TA in Sweden

February: Wiley agrees
transitional deal with
UNIT, Norway.

2018

Elsevier

2018

January: Wiley becomes
first publisher to agree a
deal with Projekt DEAL.

June: Wiley announces
agreement with Ohiolink
August: Wiley announces
2nd US agreement with
VIVA

Wiley

• Consortia in 20 countries have agreements
with 34 publishers
• Nearly 100,000 articles
• Not all agreements created equal: size varies
from 3 to 9,500 articles covered

March: Wiley reaches
agreement with EISZ,
Hungary
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T&F

Sage

June: IET and Wiley
announce partnership to flip
42 journals

2021

2019

Plan S launched

March: Wiley and others
make COVID free to access,
openly licensed

Springer-Nature

2019

Negotiations continue
across Europe

March: Wiley and Jisc
announce largest UK TA

Others

2018

Wiley undertakes
significant internal
work to assess future
business model mix

2020

2018

February: TA announced with
FINELIB, Finland

2019

The market in transition: the ESAC database today

12

Transitional Agreements – levers to sustainably accelerate OA

Transitional agreements in place
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Takeaways

• Be prepared to engage in targeted advocacy when needed; it really
does make a difference.
• Engage authors and membership: create the right strategy for your
journal and community
• Article. Value. Author experience
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Questions?
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Thank you
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antein@wiley.com
ksharples@wiley.com

